SAME CONNECTION BY WELLS

3/16"

3"

3/4" X 3" X 4" STRAP PL. BY WELLS

PL. 3/4" X 4" X 6" W/2 - #3 X 24" @ S.F.
REDUCE INSULATION TO 2" & THICKEN TOP LAYER TO 4" FOR AN 8" X 24" AREA
PL 3/8" X 6" X 6" W/(4) - 1/2" X 6" STUDS

3" INSUL. RETURN
3" CONC. RETURN
FINISH EDGE
8" TOL.

DOUBLE ROD & CAULK OUTSIDE BY WELLS

DT WALL - BUTT CORNER W/ CONCRETE COLUMN

SCALE: 3/4" = 1'-0"